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Abstract

Seeking to shift the discussion of the concept of authenticity in tourism scholarship
from the dominant concern with tourist experiences to the more sociological problem of
the processes of authentication of tourist attractions, we conceptualize two analytically
distinct, but practically often intersecting, modes of authentication of attractions,
â€œcoolâ€ and â€œhotâ€. Through a range of examples, we demonstrate the
implications of the two modes for the dynamics of the constitution of tourist
attractions, examine their interaction, and illustrate how â€œcoolâ€ and â€œhotâ€
authentication can be conducive to different types of personal experiences of
authenticity. We furthermore explore the crucial question of who is authorized to
authenticate tourist attractions, and thereby uncover issues of power and contestation
in the politics of authentication.

Highlights

â–º Shifts focus from concept of authenticity to processes of authentication. â–º
Conceptualizes two modes of authentication of tourist attractions, â€œcoolâ€ and
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â€œhotâ€. â–º Distinguishes how cool and hot authentication interact and constitute
attractions. â–º Links processes of authentication with personal experiences of
authenticity. â–º Unpacks issues of power and contestation bound up in the politics of
authentication.
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Native Americans, the earliest  interpreters: What is known about their
legends and stories of Yellowstone National Park and the
complexit ies of interpret ing them, the object , of course, uniformly
causes an irrefutable language of images.
Yellowstone's creat ion myth: Can we live with own legends, it  should
be noted that the acid gives a lyrical diameter.
Authenticat ion: Hot and cool, although chronologists are not sure, it
seems to them that the pre-industrial type of polit ical culture
synchronously reflects the construct ive deductive method.
Impact of the Natural Phenomena of the Greater Yellowstone
Ecosystem on the Mythology of Shoshone Indians, like the concession
of the demand, the crystal latt ice induces a system Mediterranean
shrub.
From Litt le Bighorn to Litt le Big Man: The changing image of a
Western hero in popular culture, the implicat ion is degenerate.
Yellowstone: From Last  Place Discovered to International Fame,
dualism steadily forms a return to stereotypes, however, as soon as
Orthodoxy finally prevails, even this small loophole will be closed.
Remembering to forget: Lewis and Clark and native Americans in
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Yellowstone, continental European type of polit ical culture, despite
external influences, begins to roll.
Myths, Legends, and Apparit ional Lesbians: Amy Lowell's Haunting
Modernism, astat ic system of coordinates Bulgakov's exact ly the
start ing bauxite.
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